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Abstract: Sustainability can be understood as a specific kind of problem framing that emphasizes the
interconnectedness of different problems and scales and calls for new forms of problem handling that
are much more process-oriented, reflexive and iterative in nature. Closely related with the notion
of reflexive governance, we propose such an alternative strategy for societal problem handling and
change management in the urban context. The strategy starts from stress states in the urban system(s)
and uses their initial momentum to encourage systemic change through intraventions—rather than
interventions—at selected pressure points. This paper highlights the potential to evolve what has
often been an intuitive practice, led by community or elected leaders with unique wisdom about
functions and pressure points in their urban system, into a more accessible strategy for shaping
socio-ecological transformation in urban practice.
Keywords: pressure points; urban; sustainability; transformation; reflexive governance; complexity

1. Introduction
In line with transition discourses that are based on complexity theory, Voss and Kemp [1,2] argue
that sustainability, as the main second-order problem of modernist problem-solving, calls for new
forms of problem handling and that these differ from the forms that are adequate for delimitable,
decomposable problems that can be managed in a linear way. They suggest that if we understand
sustainability as a specific kind of problem framing that emphasizes the interconnectedness of different
problems and scales, then ‘sustainable development is more about the organisation of processes than
about particular outcomes’ [2] (p. 4). This paper proposes such a strategy for complex problem
handling and change management in the urban context. The result of such a strategy is a set of
intraventions—rather than interventions—at selected ‘pressure points’, to facilitate desired systemic
‘transformation’ [3,4].
We follow Sassen [5] in her argument that our current global ecological conditions are not the
result of urban agglomeration and density in itself but they are the results of the specific types of urban
systems that we have developed. These infrastructures, and their related consumption patterns and
management processes, have become institutionally globalised, reproducing relatively similar and
even predictable environmental transitions in the worldwide process of urbanisation [6,7]. As with
globalised production generally, urban systems today are scaled through widely standardised forms
of technology, design, and business models, supported by globalised institutional arrangements in the
arenas of regulation, finance, and governance [8–10]. These systems reproduce globalised patterns of
consumption and lifestyle that are widely understood as being unsustainable for a growing human
population. If we set out to tackle the (local and global, social and environmental) externalities
of these urban systems and processes, then we will clearly have to go beyond efficiency strategies
and move towards transformations in the production and renewal of urban places and systems.
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Such transformations, we argue, involve a shift from the scaling of standardised typologies and
systems to the development of capacity for more customised urban development [11]. The question is
‘where to start changing urban systems’ [12] (p. 56), considering their planetary nature [13–16], their
tensions among scales [17,18] and their vested power relations [19,20].
We learn from times and places of shock that people and systems are more flexible for change
than we normally consider them to be. We also see that most innovations do not come from places
of abundance and equilibrium but from the places where necessity (‘the mother of invention’) and
low budgets demand new and sometimes radical interventions that go way beyond high-tech fixes.
The latter are often sold as niche innovations but are more often co-opted experiments by the existing
neoliberal system [21]. Klein [22], in addition, underlines that shock is commonly used as an “effective”
strategy in neoliberal tactics. Based on this simple underlying idea that it is more difficult to affect
significant change in a situation of relative comfort than in a situation where the current systems
(including social and institutional systems) are under stress or in decay [23], this strategy starts from
stress states in the urban system(s). This active state of necessity produces the initial momentum
for change in the system(s). Systemic change however, goes much further than only symptom relief.
Pressure points are those places in the system(s), either directly or indirectly interconnected with
the stress states, which are found to have the most potential to push the initial momentum in the
desired direction through intravention. In’t Veld [24] defines ‘intraventions’ as attempts to change
real-world configurations from within, as opposed to interventions, which attempt to influence a
system from outside. However, ‘since any governing intervention into a system is necessarily part of
that system and system boundaries can always be drawn wider’ [25], we use the term intravention
here to highlight the fact that the iterative process of locating and analysing the stress states in the
urban system(s) and designing the set of intraventions is a process that should be strongly based on
local knowledge, leadership and ingenuity. Referencing the evidence from documented cases and
practices, this paper highlights the potential to evolve what has often been an intuitive practice, led
by community or elected leaders with unique wisdom about functions and pressure points in their
urban system, into a more accessible process strategy for shaping socio-ecological transformation in
urban places.
The proposed Pressure-Point Strategy leans closely towards the notion of ‘reflexive governance’,
the strategy elements and procedural requirements of which provide a useful framework for it.
Reflexive governance refers to the problem of shaping societal development in the light of the reflexivity
of steering strategies and ‘acknowledges that governing activities are entangled in wider societal
feedback loops that are partly shaped by the (side-)effects of its own working’ [1] (p. 4). At the
same time, the focus on stress states and intraventions in pressure points answers to the critique of
Karvonen et al. [21] (p. 114), who state that, to date, ‘urban experiments [ . . . ] have largely reinforced
rather than reoriented existing power geometries [ . . . ] and on the whole exhibit the paradoxical
qualities of promising radical change while practicing business as usual’, by proposing that experiments
initiated at times and places of stress have more potential for systemic change (in one direction or another).
After giving a short background on the use of pressure points as an intuitive practice, we present
a framework of elements that underlie a methodological approach of such a practice, followed by the
introduction of the strategy itself with its three consecutive steps: identifying, understanding and
designing. We discuss a practical retrospective case from Chicago to illustrate the method and end
with a discussion.
2. From Intuitive Practice to Strategy
The idea of finding and beginning a process of change through identified pressure points has
been used, often intuitively, in many locations and settings throughout the world. Excellent leadership,
deep local knowledge and often a very low budget forced practitioners to focus limited resources
on small opportunities that were ripe for intravention and change, and which would also carry
maximum possible social, political and economic influence at larger urban scales and across the
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arenas of community organising, policy, planning, design, and public investment. For instance,
the former mayor of Curitiba, Brazil, Jaime Lerner, has been a leading practitioner of a pressure
point approach, which he has described as ‘urban acupuncture’ [26]. Lerner’s approach involved
the selection and orchestration of site-specific intraventions to advance both civic understanding and
material demonstration of new system-wide development concepts (e.g., the downtown pedestrian
mall, BRT integration stations, flood plain land swapping, establishment of ethnic community cultural
facilities and identities in public parks) within the context of limited means. Lerner argues that tackling
urban problems at appropriate pressure points can cause a positive ripple effect throughout entire
communities. ‘Sometimes urban planning is too slow’, he states, ‘The idea is to create energy’ [26].
One well-known intravention involved the night-time demolition of a block of downtown roadway to
establish the first demonstration of the city’s central pedestrian mall. The stress state arose from chronic
congestion of the main downtown avenue by cars and private bus operators (often in violation of their
concession terms) and the status quo auto-focused demands of downtown commercial interests, on
the one hand, and the municipality’s strategy for transit-oriented growth and transformation of the
bus concession regime on the other hand. In this instance, the intravention—a middle-of-the-night
bulldozing of one block of the downtown avenue and its repavement as a pedestrian street—created
evidence of the commercial potential of the new form of streetscape. It surfaced the public support for
transformation and the political pressures both for and against it.
A second example is the transition of Barcelona’s modernist typology of illes (i.e., blocks) into a new
typological unit, the ‘super-ille’, joining nine urban traditional illes [27]. The source of disequilibrium
was the increasing congestion of residential areas and their narrow streets and neighbourhood plazas
(increasingly used for parking), along with changing residential demographics. The desired systemic
outcome is to route cars around the neighbourhood illes and to re-establish pedestrian-friendly living
at the neighbourhood scale, reinforcing traditional neighbourhood relations, uses of public space and
commercial life. The introduction of the super-ille began with the first strategic project in the Ribera
district following extensive neighbourhood discussions, upon which basis the physical design, traffic
planning, and stakeholder engagement process for transitions in other districts could be understood
and ultimately codified.
Such intraventions at local-scale pressure points are also a fundamental method in various
community-organising traditions, be these the building occupations of squatters in central Europe,
the neighbourhood-scale intraventions of community organisers who pushed for change in the face of
entrenched political machines in the cities of the northeast and midwest United States (e.g., Chicago),
the 1990s squatter movement in Berlin which surfaced the demand and need for affordable housing at
a time when international investment was flooding into the city, or the ‘Wächterhäuser’ scheme in
Leipzig [28].
These examples of pressure-point intraventions supported the emergence of new models of urban
(re)development and thereby had impacts that reached far beyond a specific point in space. In the
following section we discuss the strategic elements and steps of a more explicit process method,
building upon the lessons from such successful cases.
3. The Pressure-Point Approach
Before introducing the three steps of the Pressure-Point Approach in more detail, we take a step
back to discuss the strategic elements that lie at its basis.
3.1. Strategic Elements
The six strategic elements presented by Voss and Kemp [1,2], as criteria to evaluate the actual
working of reflexive governance arrangements, apply to this approach. We touch upon several of them
here in a contextualised manner and add elements that are more specific to this strategy.
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Local Process. The mapping of symptoms, their analysis, and the design of the intravention set to
trigger transformation at pressure points should be executed by local people, drawing upon their local
tacit knowledge and ingenuity.
Transition Brokers. A critical ingredient for urban change processes is ‘transition brokers’
(or ‘change agents’ as they are often called) [29,30] such as Salvador Rueda (director and founder
of the Barcelona Urban Ecology Agency, instigated the first super-illes project in Barcelona) or
community organisers (referenced below) in Chicago. These are important community leaders
(not necessarily public officials) who facilitate the transition process and the transfer and exchange
of knowledge, using narratives to inspire and create co-responsibility and usually acting at multiple
scales. The mapping, diagnostic and intravention processes will most definitely need the agency of
such local transition brokers.
Iterative Nature of the Process. Urban change is itself a constant negotiation. The Pressure-Point
Approach is a process that should be cycled through several times, taking into account the flux of
urban reality, the high probability of unintended side-effects of the intravention set, changing values
and perceptions and feedback loops.
Time Factor. One of the key notions of shock is ‘time’. Openings for intravention are often bound by
specific ‘opportunity time frames’, which can be very limited in length. This means that the mapping
and diagnostics are in constant flux, linking back to the need for an iterative process strategy.
Opening up before Closing down. Responding to the efficacy paradox of reflexive governance,
namely what Voss and Kemp [1] describe as the contradicting requirements of opening-up problem
handling for conceptualisation (to adequately grasp the factual embedding of decision-making in
complex contexts with heterogeneous values and distributed power) and closing-down for keeping up
action capacity, this Pressure-Point Approach handles the sequential opening and closing as follows:
the first two steps of identifying and understanding are meant to ‘open up’ the process to grasp the
complexity, let the information flow openly, and understand interconnectedness, power relations,
different viewpoints, layers and contradictions. Depending upon the degree of conflict manifest in
the problem context, the opening-up process may be more or less explicit and open to broad public
engagement. The third and ‘intravention’ step is the ‘closing down’ phase, necessary to be able to take
coordinated action in the urban reality. In effect, such a process is typical of successful local leaders,
who may spend years taking a broad ‘reading’ of the environment on which basis they may then make
a strong, decided intravention at a critical window of opportunity. In a similar way, Stirling [31] pleads
for more plural and conditional approaches before the actual decision-making process, arguing that
when knowledge is uncertain, one should ‘keep it complex’ in order to see the range of perspectives
and divergent interpretations for decision-making on complex and contested issues.
Set Guiding Direction. Once there is a sufficient level of understanding and a desire to intravene,
the third step of designing the set of intraventions at selected pressure points will need to be preceded
by a decision on the guiding direction in which change is pushed. This is the guiding direction for the
alignment of the intraventions as we will introduce below.
3.2. A Three-Step Iterative Process
The Pressure-Point Approach is an iterative process which consists of the following three steps
as visualised in Figure 1: (1) identifying stress states through symptom mapping; (2) understanding
complexity through diagnostic mapping and symptom analysis; and (3) designing the intravention set
at selected pressure points. In what follows, we go deeper into each of these steps.
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Figure 1. Pressure point approach—a three-step iterative process.
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3.5. Step 3: Set Direction and Design the Intravention Set at Selected Pressure Points
After
‘keeping it complex’ [31], having mapped and diagnosed the symptoms and analysed
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An intravention thus does not necessarily need to be a ‘project’; it can just as well be ‘taking
away’ something (e.g., taking away 3% of parking places per year in Copenhagen [35]), ‘facilitating’
something that was not possible before or ‘consequently changing priorities’ from the existing to an
alternative system.
Questions that can guide actors to conceptualize and design intravention sets are: What is the
balance of losers/winners of this intravention set? How would the intravention set affect the power
relations in its context and would it create openings for new alignment or alliances? Can we foresee
externalities of the intravention set? Would there be a demonstration value? We have to accept that it
is impossible to predict the exact outcomes of an intravention set as there will always be unintended
consequences and unexpected side-effects. These should be evaluated and taken up in the next round
of the iterative process.
4. A Case Example: Neighbourhood Regeneration in Chicago
This section discusses the mix of measures that kick-started the regeneration in Chicago’s
Edgewater neighbourhood in the 1980s and provides a fascinating, retrospective example of the
use of stress states and the discovery and consolidation of pressure-point intraventions.
4.1. The Local Context
The Great Depression and then all-out production for the Second World War left post-War Chicago
with a base of early 20th century infrastructure, plants and equipment that could not compete in the
late 20th century. Between 1965 and 2000, Chicago lost 70% of its manufacturing jobs to newly
built suburban areas. Chicago’s residents followed. Between 1960 and 1990, Chicago’s population
dropped by almost 800,000 people, gutting the city’s mixed-use residential/industrial/commercial
neighbourhoods [36].
Adding to the momentum of decline, over the course of two decades, four business models
stripped the remaining value from neighbourhood buildings. Predatory finance for home mortgages
on inner city properties filled the void of regulated bank finance, driving inner city households
further into poverty. Then local real estate agents used ‘blockbusting’ racial scare tactics to secure
properties at reduced prices from fleeing white households and then sell them at a premium price to
African American households. The resulting high rates of loan defaults and tax delinquency created
openings for slum lords to secure properties at minimal prices in foreclosure sales or city tax auctions.
The slumlord’s basic business model was to squeeze as much short-term cash rent as possible from a
building, without making any capital investment in its maintenance. Finally, once a slum building
was all but uninhabitable, the slumlords hired arsonists to burn their building and collect on their fire
insurance policies. Drug dealers inhabited abandoned buildings and took territorial control of cleared
lots and unmaintained parks [36].
Together these models of stripping value from the city created a continuous cycle or momentum
of decline. Chicago’s unrivalled grassroots community organisers had to discover how to map and
read the emerging stress, triggers and interconnections in this cycle of decline, how and where to
intravene to stop the negative momentum, and how and where to create openings for alternative
models of reinvestment.
4.2. The Process
In the formerly middle-class, European Edgewater neighbourhood in the north shore area of
Chicago, one of the first actions taken by the new neighbourhood and block associations that formed in
the late 1980s was detailed mapping of each building, park, and street corner under stress from
the value-stripping disinvestment process and crime. An inventory was taken of every lot, park,
and building—300 buildings involving 10,000 units. A special focus was given to the corridor constituted by
Kenmore and Winthrop Avenues, infamously known at the time as ‘Arson Alley’. The mapping exercise
(i.e., a broad-based ‘opening-up process’) documented ownership, occupancy, and each building
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and unit’s status and underlying interconnections within the context of the above-described cycle of
decline. The community associations then evaluated the remaining use-value in each building and
lot (i.e., ‘understanding complexity’), and developed a set of strategies and tactics (i.e., intraventions)
for pursuing the renewal of that value and the regeneration of their neighbourhood. These strategies
and tactics implicitly reflected a resident analysis of the facilitating and restraining forces at work
in various systems and levels, and a careful selection of aligned points for intraventions to push the
momentum towards their desired direction.
To trigger the transition process in the Edgewater neighbourhood, the local activists, as relatively
new and poorly resourced change agents, implemented intraventions both simple and complex.
One of these was to establish a neighbourhood source of funding for community planning that was
independent of the infamous political machine of Mayor Richard Daley. They leveraged one of the
new forces that was changing the direction of momentum in the American urban landscape: the
establishment of federal government programs for community-based organizations and initiatives.
The securing of this source of support, external to the existing local political-economic machine or regime,
established a local planning capacity that ultimately resulted in the Edgewater neighbourhood establishing
its own Planning and Zoning Committee. Today, that committee still previews development proposals
prior to consideration by the respective, official city council committee.
With their mapping exercise they identified and made intraventions, at first around specific
buildings, proactively recruiting new owners for buildings and training them to manage the buildings
according to their plans and objectives. In some of the more troubled parks and street corners, they
took direct intravening action to pressure the police to intervene. For instance, when neighbourhood
activist Mary Ann Smith was first elected to the city council, she took to setting up a lawn chair and
sitting at notoriously dangerous locations and called the police while sitting there to let them know.
This triggered discussions with the police to schedule more regular patrols of these areas, and to
make arrests.
Eventually, the model of new building ownership recruitment and training was institutionalized
as a city-wide process through the establishment of the Chicago Community Investment Corporation
(CIC). In other words, the initial tactical intraventions tested a foundation of practices for a new
city-wide strategic process.
It is to be highlighted that the intraventions to increase positive momentum in the neighbourhood
(i.e., for the most part by strengthening the capacity and know-how of local associations) were
matched with intraventions to weaken the power of hindering forces (i.e., by securing funds that were
independent of City Hall, and by recruiting and financially aiding alternative owners and political
powers in the neighbourhood).
The above, initial intravention set formed part of a growing number of similar strategies in other
stress areas across the city at the neighbourhood scale. These were then steadily scaled up citywide,
initially through grassroots transfer from one block or from one neighbourhood to another. Ultimately,
they were merged into a new body of practices for urban regeneration at a great scale, across the city,
and finally embraced in the 1990s by the reform of Chicago’s governing regime. As long-time activist
and University of Chicago scholar Terry Nichols Clark put it, ‘Few governments have changed as
deeply and as rapidly as Chicago’s—without a visible or violent revolution.’ Chicago politics between
the 1970s and 1990s have ‘been revolutionized in many similar respects to the revolutions in Eastern
Europe, Latin America and Asia’ during the same years [11], [37] (p. 2).
This case example [36] is based on in-depth interviews undertaken in 1988 and 2008 by Jeb
Brugmann, including: Lee Botts, Alliance for Great Lakes (2008); Walter Burnett, Alderman, City
of Chicago (2008); Gail Cincotta, National People’s Action (1988); Prof. Terry Clark, University of
Chicago (2008); Forrest Claypool, Cook County Commissioner (2008); Mayor Richard Daley (2008);
Dave Doig, Park National Bank (2008); Prof. Paul Greene, Roosevelt University (2008); Greg Harris,
State Representative, State of Illinois (2008); Jack Markowski, Community Investment Corporation
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(2008); John McCarron, Chicago Tribune (2008); David Orr, Alderman, City of Chicago and Clerk, Cook
County (1988); Mary Ann Smith, Alderman, City of Chicago (2008).
5. Discussion
This paper outlines a method for complex problem handling based upon what has heretofore
been an intuitive process used by successful city leaders. The method focuses on explicit mapping
of symptoms in urban system(s). An analysis of those stress states is then undertaken to inform the
design of an intravention set at selected pressure points for the desirable transformation of systemic
functions, uses and dynamics. Practitioners, from city planners to community activists, will likely
agree with the simple underlying idea of this strategy, namely that it is easier to start change in places
that are confronted by a range of accumulated stresses than in places where the system is in a stable
equilibrium (even if there is a consciousness in the latter that this system has obvious environmental
and societal externalities). Therefore, for people dealing with complex urban problems, this approach
can be a useful tool (for both top-down and bottom-up initiatives) to instigate systemic change.
The question as to ‘who’ uses this approach and who decides on the direction in which change is
to be steered is a contested one. Societal discourse on sustainability has highlighted the ambiguity
of social goals and, at the same time, sustainability itself is a moving target [1,2]. We propose a
process with strong input of local knowledge and leadership throughout the three steps but we are
aware that every transformation process includes a struggle over power and opportunistic behaviour
with the danger of the process being co-opted or dominated by the views and interests of the most
powerful actors.
Typically, the development of specific pressure-point intraventions to reinforce momentum and
to create new openings for desired change is a process of trial and error, as it is not certain how
‘the system’ will respond to each intravention or set. This brings us to the difficult question of the
possibility of ‘upscaling’ a successful intravention set to other places or systems. As we argued, urban
systems today are scaled through widely standardised forms of technology, design, and business
models, supported by institutional arrangements in the arenas of regulation, finance, and governance.
The strategic premise underlying this article is that fundamental changes in sustainability outcomes
require the development of capacity for more customised urban development. The pressure-point
approach is proposed to support the customisation of problem handling to a specific context. We do
envision that the resulting intravention set could have a high demonstration value and could trigger
pressure and learning in other places or communities.
However, uncertainty is intrinsic to this approach and we argue hereby for an increased tolerance
for failure, which overrules the current trend of best-practice imitation. A culture of trying and failing
should become part of urban change management together with a stronger trust in local ingenuity
and phronesis. The art of urban ‘acupuncture’ is still little developed and most certainly has its limits.
The cases we have used are retrospective and not based on its application specifically. Therefore, further
investigation should focus on the practical testing and evaluating of this approach in different contexts
and with different types of stress states, which will also bring forward its limitations more clearly.
6. Conclusions
Based on the urgency to deal with the wicked problems of our era, this paper has developed
a strategy for transforming complex urban systems based on the potential leverages of shock and
necessity. While there is an emerging academic interest in ‘urban experiments’ and ‘living labs’,
they are at the same time being criticised for largely reinforcing rather than reorienting existing
power geometries. Similarly, high-tech fixes are often sold as niche innovations but are more often
co-opted experiments by the existing neo-liberal system. We welcome the move to a context-based
and customised approach, but argue for a need to go back to heuristics. Most innovations do not
come from places of abundance and equilibrium but from the places where necessity (‘the mother of
invention’) and low budgets demand new and sometimes radical interventions that go way beyond
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high-tech fixes. The energy needed to leverage the transformation towards the widely shared vision of
sustainability will come from the political power from underneath, from the slums and from crises,
which will force us to adapt. Thus, we suggest consciously leveraging the momentum and energy that
times and places of stress create to move towards transformations in the production and renewal of
urban places and systems.
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